A fast path integral method for polarizable force fields.
A quantum simulation of an imaginary time path integral typically requires around n times more computational effort than the corresponding classical simulation, where n is the number of ring polymer beads (or imaginary time slices) used in the calculation. It is however possible to improve on this estimate by decomposing the potential into a sum of slowly and rapidly varying contributions. If the slowly varying contribution changes only slightly over the length scale of the ring polymer, it can be evaluated on a contracted ring polymer with fewer than the full n beads (or equivalently on a lower order Fourier decomposition of the imaginary time path). Here we develop and test this idea for systems with polarizable force fields. The development consists of iterating the induction on the contracted ring polymer and applying an appropriate transformation to obtain the forces on the original n beads. In combination with a splitting of the Coulomb potential into its short- and long-range parts, this results in a method with little more than classical computational effort in the limit of large system size. The method is illustrated with simulations of liquid water at 300 K and hexagonal ice at 100 K using a recently developed flexible and polarizable Thole-type potential energy model.